DECORATIVE

CLIO ™

GLASS & STONE MOSAICS

Above and cover photos feature Selene 1 x Random mosaic on fireplace wall.
Floor features Season Wood™ Snow Pine in 12 x 48, 8 x 48, and 6 x 48 random linear pattern on the floor.

Unlock Your
Room’s Potential

Behold the perfect pairing of sophistication and daring design. Clio™ mosaics from Daltile
is a fresh blend of stone and glass in a versatile mosaic. The rich look of polished stone is
randomly mixed with glass in glossy and frosted finishes. Stretch your creativity as you
contemplate installing it vertically, horizontally or cut down to smaller pieces to be used as
accents to another tile. Clio mosaics will win you over time and time again as you proudly
admire your unique and stylish new space.
• UNIQUE STONE & GLASS MOSAIC
-- These popular materials integrate easily into
any style
-- Varied width mosaic is a unique mosaic option
• EASY INSTALLATION
-- You can place vertically or horizontally for
more design options
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1 x RANDOM MOSAIC

LUNA CL13

SELENE CL16

HERA CL15

NOX CL14

EOS CL17

BOREAS CL18
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SIZES

INSTALLATION
Thickness

Sq. Ft.
Pieces per
per Carton Carton

Grout Joint Recommendation

Shade Variation

1/8"
1 x Random Mosaic (11-3/4" x 11-3/4" Sheet)
(Mesh-mounted
(29.80 cm x 29.80 cm
on 12" x 12" Sheet)
Sheet)

5/16"

9.60

Random (V4)

10

TEST RESULTS
APPLICATIONS

Water Absorption
Suitable

ASTM#

Result

C373

< 0.1%

Breaking Strength

C648

> 100 lbs.

Floors

Scratch Hardness

MOHS

4.0

Walls/Backsplashes

Chemical Resistance

C650

Resistant

Countertops
Pool Linings

NOTES

APPLICATION NOTES:
Suitable for exterior applications in freezing and non-freezing climates when proper
installation methods are followed.

Pre-grout sealing is recommended when installing all natural stone
decorative accents. This prevents grout from staining the stone
during the grouting process, and to ease in grout clean-up. After
installation, sealing of the stone will reduce porosity and increase
stain resistance. Use a penetrating or surface coating type of sealer,
depending on desired aesthetic.
Strong random shading enhances the natural beauty of this product.
To achieve optimal results, tile should be selected from multiple
cartons and shading arrangement planned prior to installation.
Since there are variations in all glass and stone products, tile and
trim supplied for your particular installation may not match these
samples. Final color selection should be made from actual tiles and
trim and not from tile samples or color reproductions. Manufactured
in accordance with ANSI 137.2 standards.
For additional information refer to “Factors to Consider” at
daltile.com/Factors.
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